Cadet heater wiring diagram

Our standard baseboard heaters come with universal wiring on both ends of the unit, which
means you can connect it to power on either the left- or right-hand side of the heater during
installation. When you're using the right side of the baseboard, things are pretty straight
forward: Cut the one factory connection available and use those wires to connect your heater to
power. Things may seem a little more tricky on the left side because there are two factory
connections available. That's just the way things have to be for our heaters to work. But just like
when wiring on the right side, you only need to cut one connection to install your heater. Our
owner's guide suggests you use the connection that has one wire that leads to the top and one
wire that leads to the bottom of the wiring box on the baseboard. If you're confused, just take a
minute or 50 seconds to be precise to watch our video. Thomas with our Tech Support team will
walk you through the process. Home Blog How to wire a baseboard on left-hand side. How to
wire a baseboard on left-hand side. By Paul Suarez. View shopping bag Check out. Added to
cart successfully. What's next? Availability Product type Vendor. Qty: -. Add to cart. Quick
Links. Table of Contents. Benefits You Can Depend On. Note: A wall thermostat or built-in
thermostat kit is. Page 2: Important Instructions All F-Series electric baseboards feature an
oversized high temperature limit switch with a full length capillary sensor tube that temporarily
shuts the heater off when excessive operating temperatures are detected. Heater should be set
flush against surface of 1. Remove any obstructions between the back of state and local codes.
Verify the electrical supply wires are the same voltage as the heater. Check heater
specifications to ensure correct wiring. Failure to do so may destroy the heater and void your
warranty. Both volt and volt baseboard wiring utilize three supply wires. Page 5 Refer to the
wiring diagram below that corresponds to your thermostat application. Note: Wiring diagrams
are for reference only. See wall thermostat instructions included with your thermostat for your
specific application. The heater must be properly installed before it 3. If the heater over
temperature limit trips more is used. Clean heater at least every 24 months or as ated under
certain abnormal conditions. Page 7: Troubleshooting Chart 8. These warranties give you
specific legal rights, and you may any Cadet Electric Baseboard F heater found to be defective
at also have other rights which vary from state to state. Cadet nei- any time. Page 9:
Instrucciones Importantes La seguridad es la principal prioridad de Cadet. El calentador se
debe instalar a ras de la su- perficie de la muralla. Revise las especificaciones del calentador
para cerciorarse de realizar el cableado correcto. El calentador debe instalarse correctamente 4.
Limpie el calentador por lo menos cada 24 antes de usarlo. Bajo ciertas condiciones anormales
se pueden generar altas temperaturas. No cubra 5. This manual is also suitable for: 3f 4f 6f 2f 3f
4f Show all 5f 6f 8f 8f 2f 2f 3f 4f 5f 6f 8f 8f 8f 10f Print page 1 Print document 15 pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with
advertisers, products, or services discussed at this website. Here we explain wiring sizes,
ratings, fusing, and overcurrent protection for electric heaters and electric baseboards, followed
by notes on the proper location for electric heating baseboards to avoid overheating or fires.
Sketch at page top courtesy of Carson Dunlop. Watch out : Turn off power source to the heater
before attempting installation, maintenance or repairs. Lock, tape or tag circuit breaker or fuse
so that power cannot be turned on by accident. Failure to do so could result in serious electrical
shock, burns or possible death. The sketch at above right handles a common electric heat
wiring detail where this special electric heating wire has not been used. Since usually our
electric heaters are V and require two hot wires, it's common for an electrician to run
conventional NM plastic electrical cable or BX armored cable to the heater. In order to avoid
confusion during future electrical work, the white wire of the black-and-white wire pair is
wrapped with black electrical tape wherever its ends are exposed for wiring connections. This
tells future electricians that this is a "hot" wire, not a neutral wire. Overcurrent protection for
electric heat : Electric V heaters also should be powered from circuit breakers using a common
trip tie or fuses that are linked together - we don't want just one leg of the circuit to be turned off
or to trip off in an emergency. Below is a table of typical electrical circuit wire sizes and circuit
protection or breaker sizes for electric heat installations, adapted from information from Knig
Electric, a manufacturer of electric heaters. The original source is cited at the end of the table.
Total Electric Heater Watts : this is the total wattage of all of the electric heaters connected to a
single electrical circuit of the size given in the table. That electrical load might be by just one
heater or by several heaters all on the same circuit. As you'll read below, for electric heater
circuits the circuit sizing is performed assuming continuous operation. In the table we are
showing the maximum electric heater size, measured in watts or Amps, that can be safely used
when connected to the electrical circuit wire size and breaker size given in the last two columns.
Heater Amps in this table is the maximum continuous electrical current loading, measured in
amperes, that the electric heater will draw or create on the circuit. Electrical circuit ampacity is

the amount of electrical current, measured in amperes, that the wire conductor can carry
continuously without overheating. Overheating electrical wires can damage wire insulation and
is a fire hazard. When the electrical current drawn on the heating circuit is equal to or less than
the maximum circuit load permitted by wire size and circuit breaker rating, the circuit and
breaker and heater have been properly matched. Wire Type: Assuming the electrician has
selected the proper type of copper wire for the heating circuit. Aluminum electrical wire
sometimes found in older homes will be one size larger. Watch out : while aluminum wire may
already be present in some older homes, because of a serious fire hazard, we do not
recommend using aluminum electrical wire for electric heat nor for other general use circuits in
buildings. Here are some suggested safety details to avoid a fire from electric baseboard heat.
Sketches courtesy of Carson Dunlop. Watch out : Before attempting to install your heater, verify
that the power supply wires are the same voltage as the heater you are installing. The best way
to check for proper voltage is by using a voltmeter, testing between supply line 1 and 2.
Connecting a Volt heater to a Volt circuit will destroy the heater, could cause fire damage,
personal injury or death, and, voids all warranties. On by mod - Fitting cabinets or shelves in
front of heaters: fire hazard vs other damage if household items too close to heat source.
Agreed that Alison's photo shown earlier is not a fire hazard, Dan: thank you for commenting
and for helping to clarify the difference between electric heat hazards and hot water heat
hazards. For clarity I also add that depending on the cabinet materials and on what's stored in
the cabinet, the cabinet or its contents could be damaged by the heat from the baseboard.
Because of limited space, a shelf that stood in front of the convector and that had any
appreciable surface would have projected too far into the room, so we notched the shelving
side and lower shelves to allow a large top shelf while still fitting this shelf unit around the
heating convector. Watch out : We took considerable care to both fit the cabinet to the
convector and also to position shelving and shelf contents so as to not block air inlet at the
shelving bottom nor heat outlet at the convector's outlet fins near its top. Otherwise, a shelf
filled with books or other contents may block air flow into at its bottom or out of the heating
convector, reducting its heat output into the room and either making the room chilly or
increasing heating costs unnecesssarily. That looks like a hot water baseboard heater under the
cabinet Whole different thing than electric Should be OK. On by mod - safe to build a cabinet
around heating baseboards? Keep drapes and curtains at least 10" some sources including
CDA say 8" above electric baseboards, and at least 3" in front of them. The reason for the 1"
floor clearance is also to allow air to circulate. Circulating air both helps the heat to enter the
occupied space and it also helps prevent the curtain from becoming too hot. Watch out : For hot
water heating baseboards, radiators, convectors close to cabinets or shelving, the issue is more
one of heat damage to nearby items. The cabinet in Alison's photo isn't curtains as noted in the
article above but present other concerns. Notice that there appear to be vinyl LP records on the
bottom shelf behind that open door? If that's what we're seeing, cooking your vinyl records over
any sort of heating baseboard is likely to warp and ruin them! Hi there. Is it safe to build
cabinetry around a baseboard heater, if so, how far above the heater should the cabinetry be
placed. For example, in this image, the cabinetry is built right on top of the heater. With
apologies that I have to speculate because I don't understand why vinyl siding material would
be indoors in a building, there could be an odor and off-gassing problem of placing a hot
baseboard against vinyl material. Installing baseboard heater in three season room can I mount
on wood floor against vinyl siding apron sq ft. Anon Thanks for the suggestion - that will help
other readers. While a short in any heating thermostat wiring is an important defect, for electric
heat wall thermostats a short in the thermostat wiring is a particular hazard since it's at higher
voltage. However a shorted thermostat won't give insufficient heat. It'll give no heat, or
continuous heat, and risks a fire. Sometimes thie wire heat up inside the thermostat and can
cause Sparking,resulting in Insufficient Heating,Check this First! Heater coils in supply air
opening, found half with heating coils, while half without heating coils. Leo: Given the poor
track record of some FPE equipment such as its circuit breakers and electrical panels, and
given that your FPE controller has failed, it would make sense to have a new replacement
electric baseboard heat thermostat installed. They're pretty generic and are widely available.
Your electrician may want to take a look at your present installation, but generally it's a simple V
circuit. On by Leo no email. We mostly use our wood stove to heat this area and rarely even
need the baseboard heaters, but this has been a cold winter and we need them to work. How
can we diagnose the failure Is it possi
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ble the heaters went out? We're lost! Reader comment: May 10, Max says: said: Safety is
always the 1 concern and you have effectively addressed the issue. Informative and
well-focused. Great work! Regards from Max Stout. Try the search box just below, or if you
prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly.
Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains an image,
web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear
after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Search the
InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Tel: Email: info carsondunlop.
Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and report writing
material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building owners operate and maintain
their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the back of the volume.

